DEVELOPMENT CONSENT AUTHORITY

DARWIN DIVISION

MINUTES

MEETING No. 330 – FRIDAY 22 FEBRUARY 2019

BROLGA ROOM
NOVOTEL DARWIN ATRIUM
100 THE ESPLANADE
DARWIN

MEMBERS PRESENT: Suzanne Philip (Chair), Doug Phillips, Mick Palmer and Simon Niblock

APOLOGIES: Sherry Cullen and John Gleeson (declared an interest)

OFFICERS PRESENT: Margaret Macintyre (Secretary), Dawn Parkes and Adelle Godfrey (Development Assessment Services)

COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE: - James Whyte and a further four people attended from CoD

Meeting opened at 9.45 am and closed at 11.30 am
ITEM 1  
RECONSIDERATION: SUBDIVISION TO CREATE 283 LOTS IN FIVE STAGES  
LOT 9370 (544) LEE POINT ROAD, TOWN OF NIGHTCLIFF  
APPLICANT  
NORTHERN PLANNING CONSULTANTS PTY LTD

That, pursuant to section 97 of the Planning Act, Mr John Gleeson declared an interest and was not present during and did not take part in any deliberation or decision of item 1.

Mr Brad Cunnington (Northern Planning Consultants), Mr Chris Grimm (Senior Development Manager), Mr Cade Taylor, Ms Lara Murray and Ms Bianca Jones (DHA) and Mr David Bramley (Cardno) attended.

Submitters in attendance: - Mr Graeme Hockey, Mr Andris Bergs, Ms Deborah Hall, Ms Margaret Clinch (PLan).

Mr Hockey tabled a number of documents including maps, aerial imagery and photographs relating to the land capability of Lot 9370.

Interested parties in attendance: - Mr Kevin Dodd (Earl James & Associates) and Ms Karen White (Crown Land Estate – DIPL).

A further two interested people attended.

RESOLVED  
25/19

That the Development Consent Authority vary the requirements of Clause 11.2.3 (Lot Size and Configuration in Residential Subdivisions) of the Northern Territory Planning Scheme and pursuant to section 53(a) of the Planning Act, consent to the application to develop Lot 9370 (544) Lee Point Road, Town of Nightcliff for the purpose of a subdivision to create 282 lots in 5 stages, subject to the following conditions:

CONDITIONS PRECEDENT

1. Prior to the endorsement of plans and prior to the commencement of works (including site preparation), amended plans are to be submitted showing:
   (a) A full set of amended detailed subdivision plans and other supporting reports and plans, reflecting the design changes made during assessment of the application, including the demonstration of compliant building envelopes where a variation to Clause 11.2.3 (Lot Size and Configuration in Residential Subdivisions) has not been granted.

   The above is to be completed to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

2. Prior to the endorsement of plans and prior to the commencement of works (including site preparation), the proponent is to prepare a Construction and Environmental Management Plan.

   The Plan is to address waste management, traffic control, haulage routes, stormwater drainage, and how Council land will be managed during construction, to the requirements of the City of Darwin.
The Plan is also to address dust, noise and vibration impacts, and waste management, and include processes for:

- communicating anticipated impacts of construction to stakeholders;
- the reporting of, and responding to complaints; and
- identifying when there are unexpected and unacceptable impacts to stakeholders and amending construction practices as appropriate, on the advice of the Environment division, Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The Plan must demonstrate compliance with NT EPA Noise Guidelines for Development Sites, and the NT EPA Noise Management Framework Guideline, and is also to include scope for regular review and updates and include the schedule for construction stages.

The above is to be completed to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

3. Prior to the endorsement of plans and prior to the commencement of works (including site preparation), the design and specifications of the on-site collection of stormwater and its discharge into the City of Darwin stormwater drainage system or another acceptable location shall be submitted to and approved by the City of Darwin, Medical Entomology, Department of Health and Crown Land, to the satisfaction of the consent authority. The stormwater design should be completely free draining to avoid the potential for mosquito breeding during low flow periods. All discharge drains must be fitted with concrete low flow inverts that terminate at a free draining tidal area. Access to, and maintenance of the end of point discharge drains must be clarified and accepted by all relevant parties. The design of the stormwater infrastructure must consider the sub-staging of the development to manage the quality of stormwater.

4. Prior to the endorsement of plans and prior to the commencement of works (including site preparation), the developer is to prepare a water quality monitoring plan for Buffalo Creek, including baseline monitoring and monitoring of any additional pollutant loads from the subdivision, with any mitigation measures identified, on the advice of Water Resources, Department of Environment and Natural Resources, to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

5. Prior to the endorsement of plans and prior to the commencement of works (including site preparation), the developer is to prepare a weed management plan to address ongoing weed management, on the advice of Weed Management Branch, Department of Environment and Natural Resources, to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

6. Prior to the endorsement of plans and prior to the commencement of works (including site preparation), a landscape plan is to be prepared and must be generally in accordance with the landscape concept submitted, and is to address landscaping details for all proposed road reserves and public areas, to the approval of the City of Darwin, to the satisfaction of the consent authority. The plans are to demonstrate as little clearing as possible.

7. Prior to the commencement of works, an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP) is to be submitted to and approved by the consent authority on the advice of Rangelands, Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The ESCP must be developed by a Certified Professional in Erosion and Sediment Control (CPESC) and should detail methods and treatments for...
minimising erosion and sediment loss from the site during both the clearing and establishment phases of the development. The ESCP should also:

- be cross-referenced with other relevant environmental management plans to ensure consistency;
- include details of both temporary and permanent erosion and sediment control measures including for all stages of the development (pre, during and post works);
- comprise an over-arching strategic document outlining the principals, practices and methods to be implemented, as well as site-specific dimensional plans identifying the location of works and prescribed controls, and be accompanied by standard drawings and construction notes;
- include information regarding the proposed timing and stage of works, site manager contact details, maintenance and monitoring requirements, and reporting procedures; and
- have the implementation regularly monitored by a suitably qualified third party auditor.


8. Prior to the endorsement of plans and prior to the commencement of works (including site preparation), a site earthworks plan indicating finished levels of all proposed lots is to be submitted to and approved by the City of Darwin to the satisfaction of the consent authority. All cut and fill works are to be designed to eliminate the need for excessive cut/fill/retaining wall works for the proposed lots.

9. Prior to the endorsement of plans and prior to the commencement of works (including site preparation), the traffic impact assessment report submitted with the application is to be revised to address intersection priority and minimum collector street carriageway widths, to the requirements of the City of Darwin, to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

10. Prior to the endorsement of plans and prior to the commencement of works (including site preparation), public transport details including bus stop locations and designs, and a route that considers the staging of the development are to be provided to the requirements of Transport and Civil Services, Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics, to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

11. Prior to the commencement of works, the developer is to submit an updated water and sewer infrastructure master plan to Water Services, Power and Water Corporation, to the satisfaction of the consent authority. The master plan is to address the development together with the related subdivision of Lot 4873, Town of Nightcliff to the west of Lee Point Road.

12. Prior to the commencement of works, a proposed zoning plan must be submitted to and approved by the consent authority. The zoning plan must be consistent with the description given in the application and is to address the whole of the subdivision including the proposed zoning for the end of point discharge drains.
CON条文

13. 该工作在本许可下进行，应与批准的图纸一致。

14. 开发应按图所示的阶段进行，除非经许可机关同意。

15. 土地的拥有者应与有关当局就供水、排水、电力及通信服务设施的提供达成协议，除非写明不同意。

16. 所有现有和新设的公用事业的协议必须由有关当局签署。

17. 任何新建的或现有的公用事业的开发必须符合有关当局的要求。

18. 所有新建的道路必须由有关当局签署。

19. 施工和环境管理计划应由达尔文城市及自然资源部实施。

20. 所有新建的道路、街灯、雨水排水系统、土方工程、车辆通道、行人通道和绿化工程必须符合技术要求。

21. 在使用开始前，土地的拥有者必须支付给达尔文城市的升级费用。

22. 雨水应被收集并排放到排水系统中。

23. 申请人应证明所有的排水系统，包括排水系统末端，必须有合适的维护。
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这些会议记录了会议出席人员及会议的决议。

信赖这些会议记录应仅限于排除其作为证据的可能。
24. The landscaping works shown on the endorsed plans must be carried out and completed to the requirements of the City of Darwin, and Medical Entomology, Department of Health, to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

25. All works relating to this permit are to be undertaken in accordance with the approved Erosion and Sediment Control Plan to the requirements of the consent authority on the advice of Rangelands, Department of Environment and Natural Resources.

26. The water quality monitoring plan for Buffalo Creek is to be implemented on the advice of Water Resources, Department of Environment and Natural Resources, to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

27. The weed management plan is to be implemented on the advice of Weed Management Branch, Department of Environment and Natural Resources, to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

28. Any offset or offset management plan required by the Australian Government with respect to the significant residual impact to the black-footed tree-rat (Mesembriomys gouldii gouldii) is to be completed, on the advice of Flora and Fauna, Department of Environment and Natural Resources, to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

29. A qualified person, under section 68 of the Waste Management and Pollution Control Act, must provide certification that the site is suitable for the intended use on the advice of Environment, Department of Environment and Natural Resources, to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

30. The proponent must ensure that only clean fill (virgin excavated natural material) is accepted and that the fill has been adequately assessed as being suitable for its intended use, on the advice of Environment, Department of Environment and Natural Resource, to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

31. Before the issue of titles, the developer is to provide written confirmation from a suitably qualified person that the rural residential lots are entirely unconstrained and free draining, and suitable for their intended purpose, to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

32. Before the issue of titles, the developer is to provide written confirmation (in the form of plans or drawings) demonstrating that all lots less than 600m² for single dwellings allow for future vehicle access via a single driveway unrestricted by street infrastructure (including any power, water, sewer, or stormwater infrastructure) which demonstrates that a 3.5m driveway can be located on each lot whilst ensuring that each lot’s street frontage has a minimum continuous length of 6.5m, to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

33. Pursuant to section 34 of the Land Title Act, a Caution Notice shall be lodged with the Registrar-General on the parent parcel to include the following advice on all proposed lots indicated on the endorsed drawings to be located within the 1.7km odour buffer from the Leanyer Sanderson Wastewater Treatment Plant.
The Caution Notice is to state that:

“This lot:
- occurs within the identified odour buffer for the Leanyer Sanderson Wastewater Treatment Plant; and
- may be subject to occasional odours associated with the operation of the Leanyer Sanderson Wastewater Treatment Plant.”

Evidence of lodgement on the parent parcel shall be provided to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

34. Pursuant to section 34 of the Land Title Act, a Caution Notice shall be lodged with the Registrar-General on the parent parcel to include the following advice on all proposed lots indicated on the endorsed drawings to be located within the biting insect buffer. The Caution Notice is to state that:

“This lot:
- occurs within the biting insect buffer; and
- that the lot is subject to seasonal mosquito and biting midge pest problems arising from the adjacent mangroves of Buffalo Creek and tidal marshes and mangroves in Leanyer Swamp.”

Evidence of lodgement on the parent parcel shall be provided to the satisfaction of the consent authority.

NOTES:

1. The Power and Water Corporation advises that the Water and Sewer Services Development Section (landdevelopmentnorth@powerwater.com.au) and Power Network Engineering Section (powerconnections@powerwater.com.au) should be contacted via email a minimum of one month prior to construction works commencing to determine the Corporation’s servicing requirements, and the need for upgrading of on-site and/or surrounding infrastructure.

2. If you choose nbn to service your development, you will need to enter into a development agreement with nbn. The first step is to register the development via http://www.nbnco.com.au/develop-or-plan-with-the-nbn/new-developments.html once registered nbn will be in contact to discuss the specific requirements for the development. Nbn requires you to apply at least 3 months before any civil works commence. All telecommunications infrastructure should be built to nbn guidelines found at http://www.nbnco.com.au/develop-or-plan-with-the-nbn/new-developments/builders-designers.html.

3. The Northern Territory Environment Protection Authority advises that construction work should be conducted in accordance with the Authority’s Noise Guidelines for Development Sites. The guidelines specify that on-site construction activities are restricted to between 7am and 7pm Monday to Saturday and 9am to 6pm Sunday and Public Holidays. For construction activities outside these hours refer to the guidelines for further information.

4. Any proposed works which fall within the scope of the Construction Industry Long Service Leave and Benefits Act must be notified to NT Build by lodgement of the required Project Notification Form. Payment of any levy must be made prior to the commencement of any construction activity. NT Build should be contacted via email (info@ntbuild.com.au) or by phone on 08 89364070 to determine if the proposed works are subject to the Act.
5. As part of any subdivision, the parcel numbers for addressing should comply with the Australian Standard (AS/NZS 4819:2011). For more information contact Survey and Land Records surveylandrecords@nt.gov.au 08 8995 5354. The numbers shown on the plans endorsed as forming part of this permit are indicative only and are not for addressing purposes.

6. All new roads, including alterations and extensions to existing roads, are required to be named under the *Place Names Act*. You should immediately make application to the Place Names Committee to commence the road naming process. Contact the Place Names Unit on 08 8995 5333 or place.names@nt.gov.au

7. The Northern Territory Environment and Protection Authority has advised that the proponent must comply with their General Environment Duty provided by section 12 of the *Waste Management and Pollution Control Act*.

8. There are statutory obligations under the *Weeds Management Act* to take all practical measures to manage weeds on the property. For advice on weed management please contact the Rangelands division, Department of Environment and Natural Resources.

9. The City of Darwin provides advice regarding the provision of street trees to be planted within Council’s proposed road reserve, including the provision of a planting schedule, specification for quality tree stock, species selection, and the maintenance and establishment periods. Please contact the City of Darwin for advice on street trees.

10. Passenger Transport Planning, Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics request that the developer remain in regular contact with the division and to confirm details of the location and design of bus stops as the development progresses.

**REASONS FOR THE DECISION**

1. Pursuant to section 51(a) of the *Planning Act*, the consent authority must take into account the planning scheme that applies to the land to which the application relates.

   The land is in Zone FD (Future Development) of the Planning Scheme. Clause 14.1.5 (Planning Principles for the Lee Point Area Plan) applies and the development is found to be generally compliant with the broad design principles, including the land uses and densities proposed, responds to the constraints of the land, and the road layout.

   As required by the Area Plan, the development demonstrates environmental and engineering measures to achieve an appropriate stormwater quality. The subdivision design has resulted in a slight increase of 8 – 10% of peak flows as a result of the changes made to the stormwater design to meet the EPA’s recommendations for retaining native vegetation. The design however includes detention basins, vegetated buffers/swales, and a landscaping selection based on suitability of the local climate. A water quality monitoring plan has also been required by condition.
The street network reflects the required road connections, including to Aldenham Road to the south, and to Lee Point Road to the west. As a result of the initial deferral of the application, the development now also allows a future connection to the adjacent land to the north.

The design reflects the key pedestrian/cycleways shown, including a 5m landscaped extension along the frontage to Lee Point Road (to be developed by the City of Darwin as part of planned road upgrades), 3m wide shared paths from Lee Point Road east into the subdivision, within the local park and along the Bridge Street connection, plus 1.5m pedestrian paths along all local streets and a gravel walking trail through the vegetated lot at the east.

The landscape design is assessed as providing quality public areas and open space, and includes playgrounds, picnic facilities, shelters, extensive shared paths, native trees, and the protection and relocation of Cycas armstrongii. The landscape design also retains the existing Konfrontasi Cruciform adjacent to Lee Point Road at the north-western corner of the site, which is proposed to be integrated with native vegetation.

The Area Plan requires that the subdivision layout is responsive to climate, and material presented by the applicant demonstrates that the shape of the land including a narrow north-south dimension for urban residential development restricts the opportunity to create streets with the longest axis north-west and south-east. Australian Government guidelines suggest that in achieving environmentally sustainable homes, the lot orientation is more critical south of the Tropic of Capricorn where a balance of heating and cooling must be obtained, and north of the Tropic of Capricorn, while lot orientation is also important to take advantage of the prevailing breezes, airflow and breezes can still divert in and between dwellings through building design, positioning and landscaping. The lots are assessed as providing sufficient building envelopes to ensure built form can adapt to lot orientation, provide landscaping and shading, and take advantage of prevailing breezes.

The development has densities that comply with the Area Plan:

- The urban area, excluding the school and community centre lots is approximately 20.4ha in area. With 240 urban residential lots to be developed with single dwellings, this is a dwelling density of 11.76 dwellings per hectare which is within the intended range of 10 – 20 dwellings per hectare.
- The rural residential area is approximately 20.2ha in area. With 30 rural residential lots proposed, this is an area of 1 dwelling per 1.48 hectares which is also within the intended density of 2 dwellings per hectare.

The rural residential lots provide a buffer between the habitat of biting insects and the urban residential lots. The interim staging plan provided following the initial deferral now demonstrates that the urban lots are provided with a suitable buffer from the habitat of biting insects through an open wind buffer, until such time that the rural residential lots are constructed.
The subdivision includes a transition in residential densities with most lots along Aldenham Road to the south providing areas of 570m$^2$ or 600m$^2$, which is an average larger than the nearest lots in Muirhead, which are around 490m$^2$ in area. One proposed lot has an area of 457m$^2$, however this not significantly smaller and the overall treatment is considered an acceptable transition.

The Area Plan requires the provision of adequate land for education and community facilities and the subdivision includes a 3.25ha school site, a 0.21ha community centre site, plus a 2.46ha for active recreation. The location of the education and active recreation reserve lots have been reversed due to a requirement from the Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics on behalf of the Department of Education through the developer agreement, and the reversal is proposed to mitigate any potential vehicle queuing issues related to the school at the Lee Point Road intersection during peak times. This change is considered acceptable.

The design includes 3 lots nominated for the development of a child care centre, café and sales office in the south-western corner of the site, at the Lee Point Road / Aldenham Road intersection. The Area Plan seeks to concentrate commercial and tourism uses to the west of Lee Point Road with these uses not shown in the proposed location. The proposed inclusion has merit as the 3 lots are central to the Lee Point suburbs, and the uses will service the surrounding dwellings with a child care centre in particular identified as a high need in this location. The uses are also separated from existing residential lots in Muirhead by Aldenham Road which provides a 20m buffer. The future application of Clause 8.3 (Setbacks for Commercial Uses Adjacent to Land in Zones SD...) will ensure a setback of commercial uses of 5m from the adjoining residential lots, including a landscaped visual screen of 3m within this setback, with this ensuring that the future developments are designed to minimise impact on immediately adjacent dwellings.

As the land is currently Zoned FD (Future Development), a condition requires that a proposed zoning plan be submitted and approved consistent with the description given in the application to provide an easy reference for the rezoning process, should construction on individual lots be intended prior to zone normalisation occurring, and also to confirm all lots are for the development of single dwellings only.

2. The urban parts of the subdivision are assessed as responding to the physical characteristics of the land as required by Clause 11.2.1 (Site Characteristics in Residential Subdivisions), with the subdivision largely comprising gradients of 1% to 2%, with some steeper areas up to 5% understood as being contained within the active recreation reserve. A condition is recommended to ensure the submission of site earthworks plans to demonstrate that excessive cut/fill/retaining walls are avoided. None of the areas where lots are proposed are subject to storm surge, and the subdivision formalises the natural drainage towards the south-east within defined drainage channels, with the 2.24ha area of monsoon vine thicket protected through continued stormwater flows.
3. The urban parts of the subdivision provide 11.1% public open space, which meets the minimum requirement of 10%, with this public open space comprising the active recreation reserve of 2.46ha plus a local park of 0.58ha. The subdivision is also integrated with community facilities including the school and site for a community centre to meet the requirements of Clause 11.2.2 (Infrastructure and Community Facilities in Residential Subdivisions) and the Area Plan. All dwellings in the urban area are within 400m of public open space. A total of 8 lots include rear boundaries adjacent to the local park, however clear views and logical pedestrian pathways are included such that the design is satisfactory.

4. A non-compliance is identified with Clause 11.2.3 (Lot Size and Configuration in Residential Subdivisions), the purpose of which is to ensure residential subdivisions contain lots of a size, configuration and orientation suitable for residential purposes. For lots over 600m², minimum lot sizes 20m x 24.5m are required to meet the minimum building envelopes, and larger lot sizes on street corners.

Pursuant to Clause 2.5 of the Planning Scheme, the consent authority may grant a variation to this clause provided it is satisfied that special circumstances can be identified to justify the variation sought.

The changes made to the subdivision following the initial deferral have improved compliance with this clause. Originally 15 of the 47 ‘larger traditional lots’ sized 600m² – 800m² sought a variation with this number now reduced to 5 lots numbered 56, 57, 79, 183 and 190.

The special circumstances identified relating to the 5 non-complying lots include the limited number of lots to which the non-compliance relates in the scale of the overall subdivision and that the irregularity in shape of the 5 lots generally arises as a result of both lot location and either, accommodating the adjacent road curve/drainage reserve, or to a corner truncation. In considering the circumstances, the 5 lots are still appropriately sized (one lot 602m², with others sized 691-773m²), would be compliant with the building envelope requirements of smaller lots sized 450 – 600m², and are still determined to be a size and configuration suitable for residential purposes as the clause intends.

5. Clause 11.4.5 (Subdivision of Land Zoned RR) relates to the 30 rural residential lots and ensures that rural residential subdivisions respond to the physical characteristics of the land, are integrated with infrastructure, and are of a suitable size and configuration. The rural residential lots are required to connect to reticulated water and sewer (or otherwise demonstrate soils are suitable for on-site absorption of effluent), provide for adequate drainage, and provide sealed roads. The rural residential lots comply with the maximum density of 2 dwellings per hectare as provided in the Lee Point Area Plan. The minimum lot size provided by Clause 11.1.1 (Minimum Lot Sizes and Requirements) for the intended Zone RR is 0.4ha of all unconstrained land. The land is identified as being constrained, with poor drainage and seasonal inundation, and in response, lots are proposed to be
engineered with earthworks to receive sufficient land fill (expected fill volumes between 0.4m and 1.2m) to overcome these constraints and to ensure that lots are free draining. A condition is included to confirm that prior to the issue of titles, the lots be demonstrated as being unconstrained and suitable for the intended purpose.

6. Pursuant to section 51(e) of the Planning Act, the consent authority must take into consideration any submissions made under Section 49, and any evidence or information received under section 50, in relation to the development application.

A total of 12 public submissions were received during exhibition of the proposal and a further 8 members of the public also provided comments following the close of the exhibition period. The most frequently raised concerns related to the clearing of vegetation, removal of habitat, the lot sizes proposed and subsequently concerns that future housing will not be climatically suitable, limited setbacks and private open space for future housing, concerns with land suitability including due to drainage and seasonal inundation, stormwater impacts on Buffalo Creek, odour from the Leanyer Sanderson Wastewater Treatment Plant, and the level of consultation undertaken. Submitters also had concerns regarding the delivery of community uses and that these lots would not be properly formed. Other concerns related to increased traffic on Lee Point Road, that the developer should be made to upgrade Lee Point Road, and regarding road widths. Concerns also related to ensuring the developer was responsible for implementing the water quality management plan, ensuring the integrity of the retained native vegetation including during construction, through weed management and as a result of increased proximity of residents, protecting the integrity of the monsoon rainforest including through continued stormwater flows, that the total number of lots had increased through assessment, that the proportion of smaller lots had increased, that larger lots will be developed as duplexes, and that the rural residential lots would have reduced amenity as a result of the clearing and earthworks required. Requests were also made that residents of the suburb be actively educated regarding responsible cat ownership, and that regard be given to the demand or necessity for the additional lots in the Darwin residential market.

The EPA has provided its Assessment Report, addressing the impacts of the clearing of native vegetation and subsequent impacts to habitat and local fauna as a result of the development, and odour impacts, and this determination has considered the EPA’s recommendations. The application was placed on public exhibition in accordance with the requirements of the Planning Act and comments from relevant service authorities have been taken into account with respect to road access, traffic, road widths and stormwater, water quality and the downstream impacts of the subdivision. A condition is imposed requiring a contribution payable to the City of Darwin for the planned upgrades of Lee Point Road. Service authorities have also required the use of a water quality monitoring plan, weed management plan, and construction environmental management plan which are required to be in place by the developer prior to development commencing. The
These minutes record persons in attendance at the meeting and the resolutions of the Development Consent Authority on applications before it. Reliance on these minutes should be limited to exclude uses of an evidentiary nature.

A stormwater plan detailed as part of the application and required to be approved by condition by the relevant agencies details how stormwater flows will be maintained to the monsoon rainforest. The total number of residential lots has remained unchanged through the assessment and although the proportions of the lots have changed, this has been included through the assessment. A condition requires the submission of a proposed zoning plan such that at the time of zone normalisation, the zoning will restrict all residential lots to be developed as single dwellings only. As discussed in earlier reasons, the development is compliant with the Area Plan, lot sizes, providing for the intended future residential densities. Regard has also been given to the subdivision layout and responsiveness to climate, and the land capability of the rural residential lots as discussed in a previous reason. The future development of individual lots will be subject to setback and private open space requirements including that lots of less than 600m² provide suitable areas to allow for the planting of shade trees and to be sufficiently permeable to allow stormwater infiltration. Requests that the residents of the suburb be educated regarding responsible cat ownership, and residential market demands have been noted by the authority however are not a matter for consideration under the Planning Act.

7. Section 51 of the Planning Act provides that a consent authority must, in considering a development application, take into account (g) if a public environmental report, or an environmental impact statement, has been prepared or is required under the Environmental Assessment Act in relation to the proposed development – the report or statement and the results of any assessment of the report or statement under the Act.

The EPA has provided an Assessment Report, with the proposal (together with the separate subdivision to the west of Lee Point Road) assessed at the level of an Environmental Impact Statement. The Assessment Report included consideration of public and agency comment, regard to key environmental factors, activities that are likely to impact the existing environment, the potential environmental impacts and risks, and the significance of those impacts and risks, and the potential avoidance or minimisation/mitigation measures to reduce potential impacts and risks to acceptable levels and to meet EPA objectives.

The Report states that the development could proceed if all recommendations are implemented, and also that the environmental commitments, safeguards and recommendations detailed in the EIS, the Assessment Report and the final management plans be implemented to deliver acceptable environmental outcomes. The assessment including the 15 recommendations have been addressed and conditions recommended relating to construction management, the broader communication of construction with stakeholders, compliance with the EPA Noise Guidelines for Development Sites, protection from biting insects, caution notices relating to lots shown within the biting insect buffer, caution notices for lots included within the odour buffer to the Leanyer Sanderson Wastewater Treatment Plant, and offsets required by the Australian Government relating to the impact to the black-footed tree-rat.
Following the initial deferral of the application in meeting 2 of the EPA's Recommendations relating to the location of stormwater infrastructure and the retention of native vegetation at the eastern parts of the subdivision, the developer submitted an application requesting to alter the development under clause 14A of the Environmental Assessment Administrative Procedures (EAAP). The application included clarification of the location of stormwater drains. The EPA has confirmed that the altered proposal did not require further assessment under the Environmental Assessment Act.

Agency requirements relating to environmental aspects separate from the Assessment Report have included a water quality monitoring plan for Buffalo Creek, a weed management plan, and an erosion and sediment control plan, which and are also included in the conditions.

8. Section 51(j) of the Planning Act requires the consent authority to take into account the capability of the land to which the proposed development relates, to support the proposed development and the effect of the development on the land and on other land, the physical characteristics of which may be affected by the development.

The land suitability assessment included with the application identified that the rural residential lots will require fill to overcome the constraints of the land. As addressed in a previous reason, a condition has been included to ensure the land is demonstrated as being entirely suitable.

The land is affected by biting insects. In order to provide an adequate separation to the urban residential lots, the rural residential lots provide the required buffer as shown on the Area Plan. Through deferral of the application, stages 1 & 2 of the subdivision now also ensure an adequate separation through an open wind buffer. Through condition, the design of the stormwater system is also required to minimise the potential for the unintended creation of mosquito breeding.

Where the urban lots are proposed, the land is described as sloping from the west to the east, with gradients of 1% to 2%, and some steeper areas up to 5% contained within the active recreation reserve lot. A condition is included for the submission of site earthworks plans demonstrating that excessive cut/fill/retaining walls be avoided for individual lots. Conditions requiring an erosion and sediment control plan also minimise any dust and erosion risk from the subdivision.

9. Section 51(k) of the Planning Act requires that the consent authority take into account the public facilities or public open space available in the area in which the land is situated and the requirement, if any, for the facilities, or land suitable for public recreation, to be provided by the developer.
Clause 11.2.2 (Infrastructure and Community Facilities in Residential Subdivisions) requires a minimum of 10% of the urban subdivision area to be provided as public open space and a total of 3.04ha or 11.1% is calculated, including the active recreation reserve and local park, which allows all urban dwellings to be located within 400m walking distance. Additional areas include drainage reserves and retained vegetation at the east, which provide further opportunities for recreation including walking paths. The subdivision includes land for the development of a school, community centre, and child care centre which are also contributing to the overall provision of community facilities.

10. Section 51(m) of the Planning Act requires the consent authority to take into account the public utilities or infrastructure provided in the area in which the land is situated, the requirement for public facilities and services to be connected to the land and the requirement, if any, for those facilities, infrastructure or land to be provided by the developer for that purpose.

Conditions are included to ensure the stormwater design meets the requirements of the relevant authorities, that approval for the landscape design is sought, approval for the traffic impact assessment report addressing intersection priority and minimum collector street carriageway widths, that public transport details be provided, and that an updated water and sewer master plan be provided. The developer is also required by condition to contribute to the planned Lee Point road upgrades.

11. Section 51(n) of the Planning Act requires the consent authority to take into consideration the potential impact on the existing and future amenity of the area in which the land is situated.

The subdivision will result in a change to the amenity of the local area, as the land is currently undeveloped. The subdivision has been assessed as largely according with the broader strategic planning in the Lee Point Area Plan, and is consistent with the intended future amenity of the area, in terms of the land uses, densities, open space and road layout. The development has included a 5m landscape strip along the Lee Point Road frontage which provides a softening of the development as viewed from Lee Point Road, and is in addition to the shared path proposed by the City of Darwin as part of its planned upgrades. The frontage along Lee Point Road includes only 3 lots with side boundaries fronting Lee Point Road and the landscape plans propose a consistent aluminium vertical slat fencing along these boundaries.

The subdivision also includes 3 lots to be developed as a child care centre, café and a sales office at the south-western corner of the site. This is expected to provide for improved amenity through additional community activity and facilities for the subdivision and surrounding areas, noting that the Aldenham Road frontage provides a separation to the existing adjacent residential lots in Muirhead to the south and...
that through setbacks and landscaping treatments, the design can achieve an appropriate internal buffer to the proposed lots. Residential lots along Aldenham Road also provide an average lot size above those in the existing development of Muirhead to the south, which provides an appropriate residential interface.

**ACTION:** Notice of Consent and Development Permit
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